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Executive Summary:
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION - In the wake of VC Summer, the Public Service Commission (PSC)
has been transformed from a utility-friendly ‘rubber stamp’ to a critical check on shareholder-driven
utility interests. The continued implementation of the Energy Freedom Act promises to further these
improvements.
UTILITIES - Utilities are working to adapt to new regulatory challenges under the Energy Freedom Act
and have increased public engagement. However, utility filings and requests at the PSC have continued
to prioritize shareholders over the public interest in South Carolina with frequent rate increase requests,
attempts to shift more risk to customers, and efforts to stifle market competition.
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PROGRESS UPDATE
Without guidance from the legislature and
regulatory oversight from the Public Service
Commission (PSC), investor-owned utility
actions in South Carolina would be driven by
what benefits shareholders most. Fortunately,
lawmakers and regulators can keep these
monopolies in check, but there are key elements
that ensure progress towards a clean, safe, and
resilient energy market.

WHAT MAKES GOOD
ENERGY DECISION MAKING?
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION (PSC):
-

-

A high level of scrutiny in evaluating utility
proposals like rate increases, long-term energy
generation plans, facility siting, and grid
investments
Robust and accessible public engagement
opportunities
Meaningful Commission engagement during
proceedings and hearings

LEGISLATURE:
-

Selection of qualified Public Service Commissioners
Comprehensive and clear legislative guidance and
provision of resources that both direct and empower
the Commission to navigate complex issues

UTILITIES:
-

Reasonable rate proposals
Affordable and low-risk generation plans
Fair, comprehensive, and accessible clean energy
proposals and programs
A good faith prioritization of customers and the
public interest

KEY:
EXCELLENT
GOOD, BUT NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
DOES NOT MEET EXPECTATIONS

Sources available at upowersc.com/sources.

BEFORE VC SUMMER
BUSINESS AS USUAL

PSC

AFTER VC SUMMER, $9
BILLION DOLLARS LATER

ENERGY FREEDOM ACT OF
2019, A TURNING POINT

4 NEW COMMISSIONERS & A
NEW DAY FOR ENERGY IN SC

BEFORE MAJOR CLEAN
ENERGY LEGISLATION

2018 PSC ELECTIONS BROUGHT
3 NEW COMMISSIONERS

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENERGY
FREEDOM ACT UNDERWAY
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Comments: The PSC neglected to use
its regulatory authority, failing to serve
as a significant check on utilities. It also
failed to hold public discussions unless
statutorily mandated, which happened
rarely. For example, it held no public
hearings on resource planning in 2016.1

UTILITIES

Comments: Even before V.C. Summer,
utilities recovered millions of dollars
under the Base Load Review Act. SCANA
executives defrauded customers and
regulators in pursuit of the failed V.C.
Summer nuclear plant. SCANA sought to
recover its losses from ratepayers after
the plant was canceled. Duke Energy also
sought to increase rates in 2016.⁵

Comments: The PSC held utilities
accountable by encouraging rate
reduction in the Dominion-SCANA
merger and rejecting a Duke request
for rate increases. However, it denied
several requests made by the Office of
Regulatory Staff on behalf of consumers
in the Dominion-SCANA merger.2

UTILITIES

Comments: Duke canceled construction
of the Lee Nuclear Station, and later
requested a rate increase. Dominion
reduced rates in its merger with SCANA,
but not as much as the Office of
Regulatory Staff recommended. They also
fought legislative reforms like increasing
the solar net metering cap and creating a
committee to advise on renewable energy
policy.⁶

Comments: The PSC continued to
scrutinize rate increases. However,
when deciding on large-scale solar rates,
the PSC hired a consultant with ties to
Duke and Dominion (a decision it later
reversed). It also declined stakeholder
requests to consolidate Duke and
Dominion hearings.³

UTILITIES

Comments: Utilities proposed the lowest
rate of compensation for utility-scale solar
in the country, as well as unfavorable
contract lengths, limiting solar growth.
Dominion poorly communicated with
consumers in its bid to acquire SCE&G,
publicizing a policy of $1000 rebate
checks and then withdrawing it with little
explanation to the public.⁷

Comments: The PSC scrutinized and
ultimately rejected Duke and Dominion’s
long-term generation plans, although it
did not hold any public hearings. It did
hold public hearings and engage with
commenters on the solar rooftop net
metering issue. It also directly questioned
Dominion on social responsibility and a
lack of solar growth under the current
avoided cost 2019 ruling. Finally, it
delayed a proposed Dominion rate hike
to allow more time for discussion, and
prohibited Dominion from asking for
another increase until 2024.4

UTILITIES

Comments: Dominion requested
exorbitant fees for rooftop solar customers
and asked to restrict public engagement
on solar net metering at the PSC.
Dominion also requested a rate increase
during the COVID-19 pandemic, while
Duke sought to collect previously waived
late fees. The PSC found both Dominion
and Duke’s resource planning deficient.
Both utilities were named in a six-member
‘hall of shame’ for most involuntary utility
shut-offs during the pandemic.8

A CONCERNING NEW PATTERN AT THE PSC
2022 – The Year So Far

While the Energy Progress Update is a snapshot in time, we wanted to ensure
we captured the past couple of months in this mini-update on recent events.
Unfortunately, we’ve seen a concerning new pattern emerge at the SC Public
Service Commission (PSC). This new pattern may challenge South Carolina’s
progress towards clean, affordable energy.

PSC

CUSTOMER-FOCUSED RATE DECISIONS
SCRUTINY OF UTILITY PROPOSALS
ROBUST PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
MEANINGFUL COMMISSION ENGAGEMENT
EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENTING LAWS

Comments: The PSC approved excessively low avoided cost rates for Dominion, restricting utilityscale solar. Also, after initially rejecting Duke’s long-term generation plans, the Commission
backtracked and approved a carbon-heavy plan similar to Duke’s original proposal that exposes
customers to significant risk and high rates in the future, ignoring the Commission’s charge to look at
balancing cost and risk for ratepayers as well as growing clean energy. Finally, in a split decision,
the Commission rejected a Duke program that incentivized solar customers to shift their energy
usage to make the grid more efficient, not using their authority to approve energy efficiency
programs and again refusing to increase clean energy choices for customers. The rejection of this
9
program will threaten the viability of rooftop solar in Duke territory.

Utilities
Comments: Both Duke and Dominion proposed plans to invest significantly in methane gas
megaprojects, creating a risky situation for SC ratepayers. Duke increased its public engagement by
initiating a joint stakeholder process between North and South Carolina on its carbon reduction
plan. Dominion is exploring energy affordability and low-income assistance programs, but only after
10
a PSC order. Duke has not initiated a similar energy affordability initiative.

Sources available at upowersc.com/sources.

W H AT ’ S N E X T F O R T H E P S C ?
Proposals for major natural gas (methane gas) infrastructure - Utilities are
expected to propose multiple gas mega-projects. These risky investments could leave
ratepayers on the hook for incomplete, obsolete, or expensive projects for decades. Also, fuel
costs for these natural gas plants are passed through directly to customers, placing the risk
of volatile gas prices onto SC families. SC needs to focus on a robust conversation about our
energy future.

New oversight of Santee Cooper - The Santee Cooper reform package of 2021
provides for PSC authority over Santee Cooper’s long-term energy generation plans,
including the review and permitting of new generation facilities. It also creates a competitive
procurement program for renewable energy.

Long-term generation plans for Duke and Dominion, as well as review of other
proposals like rate increases and community solar programs that impact bills and access to
clean energy will continue.

W H AT S TAT E L E G I S L AT O R S C A N D O :
Provide for an independent assessment of the PSC to determine if they have the
staffing, resources, and expertise to meet the needs and challenges of an increasingly complex
energy landscape.

Select qualified Public Service Commissioners.
Stay informed on major PSC decisions to ensure these decisions serve the best
interest of the public over the interest of utility shareholders and continue to provide legislative
guidance towards a clean, safe, and resilient energy grid in South Carolina.
Engage with members of the Public Utilities Review Committee to guide
implementation of the Energy Freedom Act and protect ratepayers.

Continue to fully study and understand regional energy markets, including
competitive wholesale markets, and move forward with the model that best serves ratepayers.
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